We have used molecular modeling techniques to model the RNA tertiary structure of the viral RNA element (referred to as domain II of Rev responsive element, RRE) bound by the Rev protein of HIV. In this study, the initial three-dimensional model was built from its established RNA secondary structure, including three non-Watson -Crick G:G, G:A and G:U base pairs. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed with hydrated or unhydrated sodium ions. Our results indicate that the non-Watson -Crick base pairs in the simulation with unhydrated sodium ions and water are more stable than those with hydrated sodium ions only. The RNA can maintain its compact double helical structure throughout the course of the MD simulations with water and unhydrated sodium ions, although the non-Watson -Crick base pairs and two bulge loops show much more flexibility and conformational distortion than the classical RNA helical region. The distinct distortion of the sugar-phosphate backbone significantly widens the RNA major groove so that the major groove is readily accessible for hydrogen bonding by specific Rev binding. This model emphasizes the importance of specific hydrogen bonding in the stabilization of the three-dimensional structure of the HIV Rev core binding element, not only between the nucleotide bases, but also among the ribose hydroxyls, phosphate anionic oxygens, base oxygens and nitrogens, and bridging water molecules. Moreover, our results suggest that sodium ions play an important role in the formation of base pairs G:G and G:A of the RRE by a manner similar to the arginine of the Rev-RRE complex.
INTRODUCTION
Sequence-specific RNA recognition by proteins is involved in a wide range of regulatory pathways for mRNA processing. For example, gene expression in human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) has been demonstrated to be regulated posttranscriptionally by the RNA binding protein Rev. Without Rev, HIV structural gene transcripts fail to accumulate in the cytoplasm so that the virus cannot replicate (2, 3) . Although the mechanism of this regulated gene expression is still not clear, considerable progress on the study of the Rev-binding element has been made recently. Malim et al. (1) have mapped a ds-acting 234 nucleotide (nt) fragment within the env gene, referred as the Rev responsive element (RRE), which has been demonstrated to be required for activation by Rev. In vitro Rev can bind specifically to the RRE. Of particular significance is the discovery that a 66 nt segment, termed the domain II of RRE (5, 9) , is necessary and sufficient for high affinity in vitro Rev binding (4) (5) (6) (7) . Also, the domain II alone is sufficient for the Rev response in vivo (8) . Further studies (10, 11) of in vitro genetic selection of functional Revbinding variants from random sequence pools have identified a Rev core binding element (RBE) about 20 nt in length that can bind to Rev as effectively as that of the 234 nt wild-type RRE.
It has been known that the motif for specific recognition or direct binding of an RNA sequence may lie in either the primary, secondary, or tertiary structure of the RNA element. Bartel et al. (10) have suggested that non-Watson-Crick base pairs G:A and G:G in a stem-loop (with bulges) structure of the RBE are required for Rev binding in vitro and Rev response in vivo. Their results have been fully confirmed in another extensive experiment (11) of selective optimization of the Rev-binding element using two independent random sequence pools and validated in the Revbinding experiment (38) of a series of synthetic RNA duplexes. These results indicate that the distinct distortion of the sugarphosphate backbone introduced by G:G and G:A may be a critical determinant of recognition by Rev. It seems that local distortion of RNA A-form geometry in RNA double helical region plays an important structural role in the protein binding and recognition.
Fewer studies have been done on the determination of RNA three-dimensional structures. At present, only a few X-ray crystal structures of tRNA molecules (12, 13) and RNA double helices (14) , as well as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra data (15) (16) (17) (18) for small stem-loop and hairpin structures have been *To whom correspondence should be addressed determined at high resolution. Recently, the structures of DNA duplex (19) incorporating non-Watson-Crick base pair G:A and RNA double helix including G:U and C:U have been reported (14) . The results (14) indicate that the non-Watson-Crick base pairs can be stabilized by water molecules that bridge between ribose hydroxyl and the ring nitrogens. The RNA secondary structure of the HTV RRE has been well established (1, 4, 9, 10, 20) ; the three-dimensional structure, however, is not yet determined on the basis of physical data. It has been recently reported that some aminoglycoside antibiotics, such as neomycin B, can block binding of the Rev protein to RRE (35) . These specific inhibitors of the interaction between the Rev protein and RRE recognize the RBE which includes two non-Watson-Crick base pairs G:G and G:A. In order to understand the structural basis of the direct binding between Rev and RBE, and between aminoglycoside antibiotics and RBE (36) , it is important to determine the threedimensional structure of the domain II of HTV RRE. As our first step we modeled the three-dimensional structure of the domain II using known secondary structural constraints, molecular mechanics and MD simulations.
Molecular mechanics and MD simulations are useful theoretical approaches for studying structure and dynamic features of macromolecules. Since the MD method was developed, many theoretical simulations for proteins and DNA double helices have been reported (41) ; however, only a few studies of simulations for RNA structures (21, 40) have been performed. We report here an extensive MD and molecular mechanics simulation for RNA 
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U==A-60 ^v C==G G O==A G==C -U==A Figure 2 . Schematic representation of modeling the initial structure of the domain II of HTV RRE. The modified nucleotide in the modeling is marked by an asterisk, (a) Building of stem SI and stem S3. The marked nt U of the base pair U:A is deleted and the marked base pair G:C is replaced by G:U. (b) Building of stem S2. Two marked base pairs G:C in Bl are replaced by G:A and G:G. A bulge U is inserted between G:A and G:G and it is made to be looped outside of Bl. The marked nt U of the base pair U:A in B2 is deleted and the base A is made to be stacked inside of B2. The stem Bl including a bulge U is then minimized to release the contacts introduced in the manual modification. The stems Bl and B2 are assembled by superimposing two base pairs which are boxed in the figure, (c) Assembling of stems S1, S2 and S3. In the assembling we open the stacking of SI and S3, and connecting A44 in SI and U45 in S2, and connecting S2 and S3 by an additional nt G. (a-c) are boxed, respectively. double helices of the domain II of HIV RRE. In the simulations we used fully anionic phosphates with hydrated sodium counterions for the domain II (56 nt; 10 nt in two hairpin loops of the domain II are not enclosed). Based on the structural information derived from the domain II, the further simulations for a 34 nt fragment including the RBE were performed by using 34 sodium ions and 1929 water molecules. From these theoretical simulations we propose the three-dimensional structural model of the RNA fragment in this paper. The structural features of the RBE, suggested by Bartel etal. (10), 5'-(45)UGGGCGCA-G(53) and 5'-(65)CUGACGGUACA(75), are analyzed and discussed. Our results suggest that the non-Watson-Crick base pairs G: A and G:G in our model are stabilized by water molecules and sodium ions, which bridge among the oxygens and nitrogens of the purine, phosphate anionic oxygens, and ribose hydroxyl group.
METHODS
In this report, the RNA three-dimensional structures were modeled on a Silicon Graphics workstation by MidasPlus of UCSF (25) , a computer graphics system of molecular interactive display and simulation. The molecular mechanics calculation and MD simulation were performed by using AMBER 4.0 (27) on the CRAY Y-MP/8128 supercomputer and the CONVEX 3220 computer system. The force field parameters used in both the molecular mechanics calculation and MD simulation were taken from the standard force field (28) in the AMBER 4.0 package.
Building initial model (Ml) of the domain II of HIV RRE
The initial three-dimensional structure of the domain II of HIV RRE was built based on the RNA secondary structure ( Figure  la) proposed by Bartel et al. (10) . It is a refinement of the original RRE secondary structure (1) . Since the two hairpin loops in the domain II are not involved in binding of the HIV Rev protein to its viral RNA recognition element, we did not include them in our modeling studies. The RNA secondary structure was divided into three stems (Figure la (97), as well as a multiple loop composed of nt G76 and A98. In the modeling, non-Watson -Crick base pair G:U was generated according to the classical Wobble base pair (24) . The base pairs G:A and G:G were generated by their symmetric base-pairing patterns (24) . These three non-Watson -Crick base pairs are shown in Figure lb .
Using the coordinates of the canonical A-form RNA double helical structure derived from the fiber diffraction data (22, 23) we first generated a stem A (Figure 2a ) that was composed of stem SI, stem S3, and an extra base pair, U:A in the junction of S1 and S2. For the stem A, one should note that the first base pair in the stem S3 is not G:U but G:C. The G:C was then replaced by the G:U by superimposing the base G of G:U on the G of the G:C of stem A. For the extra base pair, U:A, we broke the phosphodiester bond (O3'-P) between the A44 and the U, and phosphodiester bond (P-O5') between the U and the G77, and deleted the U (Figure 2a) . Thus, we built the stacking model of stem SI and stem S3.
The building of the stem S2 was more complicated than stems SI and S3 because S2 not only contained two non-Watson-Crick base pairs G:A and G:G but also two bulges with a A and U. Our strategy was to construct two standard A-form RNA double helices Bl and B2 (Figure 2b ) at the first step. Then, we replaced two G:C base pairs in the duplex Bl by base pairs G:A and G:G shown in Figure lb . In the third step, we made a bulge U between G:A and G:G to stack outside of the RNA duplex Bl. We deleted the U of the base pair U:A in the stem B2 (marked in Figure  2b ) and made the A to be a bulge stacked inside of the RNA duplex B2. The different stacking for bulge U in Bl and bulge A in B2 was made because a pyrimidine base bulge preferred to be stacked outside the helix (30, 31) and a purine base bulge preferred to be stacked inside the helix (32) (33) (34) . At the fourth step, we optimized the model of RNA duplex Bl up to the energy gradient of 0.1 kcal/mol x A by the program AMBER to release the contacts introduced in the modeling. The energy minimization was performed by confining both the 5' end base pair U:A and the base pairs C:G and G:C in the 3' end (i.e. the three base pairs were kept rigid) tc ensure proper connections afterwards between stems Bl and B2, as well as between stems SI and S2, and S2 and S3. In this stage, no sodium ions and water molecules were included in the simulation system. With the minimized structure of RNA duplex Bl, we generated the stem S2 by superimposing the base pairs C:G and G:C in the 5' end of the duplex B2 on the C:G and G:C in the 3' end of the duplex Bl ( Figure 2b ). The initial three-dimensional structure model, Ml (model 1) of the domain II of HIV RRE was assembled by connecting the stems SI and S2, and S2 and S3. The stem S2 was linked to the SI by the atom 0 3 ' of the nt A44 of SI and the atom P of the U45 of S2. The S3 was connected to the S2 by an additional G. Stems SI, S2 and S3 were maintained at the same plane. The model Ml was built as compact as possible.
Theoretical simulations for RNA tertiary structures
In the simulations the base pairs in the both 5' and 3' ends of the RNA double helices were kept rigid and the 'belly type' of dynamics and energy minimization were used throughout these simulations. In the MD simulations, distance constraints were imposed on all bonds. The simulation temperature was increased slowly from 20 to 298 K with 0.2 ps~l temperature coupling constant. The MD equilibration was carried out up to 8 ps. The system temperature fluctuated around 298 K by ± 10 K during further MD simulations. A time step of 0.001 ps was used during all MD simulations.
Generating model 2 of the RRE domain II structure by the relaxation of Ml
The constraints introduced in the initial structure model were expected to release in an extensive MD simulation. Moreover, MD simulations can be used to search a wider range of conformational space for structure refinement. As the limitation of allowable maximum nonbonded pairs in the program MINMD of AMBER 4.0, those simulations for the domain II structure were carried out on the 56 nt RNA fragment with 56 hydrated Na + counterions (26) . The hydrated Na + ions were used to imitate the effect of aqueous hydration of Na + and phosphate anion. They were initially placed along the PO 2~ bisector and 6A from the phosphorus. In the calculation, we used a distance dependent dielectric function to mimic the presence of a high dielectric solvent, and used a nonbonded cutoff of 20A. All other parameters were as recommended in the AMBER 4.0 software and documentation. Before starting MD simulations the model, Ml, was minimized to the energy gradient of 0.02 kcal/mol X A.
In the MD simulation we first performed 8 ps of MD equilibration, and then continued the simulation to 100 ps with a 0.2 ps' 1 temperature coupling constant. After 108 ps MD simulation, the system was further minimized up to the energy gradient of 0.008 kcal/mol x A. In the energy minimization, those constraints of bonds imposed in the MD simulation were released. This refined structure was termed as the structural model 2 (M2).
Model 3 and further simulation with waters
Based on the structure model M2, we constructed the initial model of the 34 nt RNA fragment by deleting 3 base pairs in the 5' end of the stem SI, 3 base pairs in the 3' end of S2, and 5 base pairs in the 3' end of S3. Thus, the fragment included RBE (10,11) and 2 nt in the multiple loop, 3 base pairs of SI and 3 base pairs of S3. Further simulations were performed by including 34 Na + ions and 1929 water molecules. We put these Na + ions on the phosphate bisector 3A from the P atom, and put the solute RNA into a large water bath that was built by repeating cubes of TIP4P water molecules, which were from a Monte Carlo liquid (35) . Those water molecules that were sterically disallowed or were >9A from any solute atom were removed. No periodic boundary conditions were imposed in the system. The system was first minimized by moving those water molecules and Na + ions (that is the RNA fragment was kept rigid) until the energy gradient of the system decreased to 0.01 kcal/mol x A and then the whole system was further minimized until to 0.1 kcal/mol X A. In the calculation, we used a constant dielectric function (e = 1) and a nonbonded cutoff of 10A. The simulation was followed by a 8 ps of MD equilibrated, then a further 52 ps MD simulation at constant temperature of 298 K with a 0.1 ps~' temperature coupling constant. After 60 ps MD simulation, the system was minimized again until the energy gradient decreased to 0.01 kcal/mol x A. The refined structural model was termed model 3 (M3). During the MD simulation only three water molecules evaporated from the system. Figure 3 is the plot of total energy and potential energy against time in the MD simulation for the model M3. The total energy and potential energy increase rapidly within the heating phase and are relatively stable after equilibration. Throughout the simulation, the water molecules and Na + ions were found to change their positions and orientation to stabilize the RNA folding. Significantly, 6 Na + ions moved into the grooves of RNA helices and participated in the direct electrostatic interaction with the base keto oxygen and nitrogen, especially for these bases involved in the non-Watson-Crick base pairs. Thirteen Na + ions moved close to phosphate oxygens and 15 Na + ions moved a short distance away from phosphorus oxygens and formed hydrated Na + ions. The Na + ions binding to the phosphate oxygens either by the direct interaction or by the bridging water play an important role in the stabilization of the RNA tertiary structure.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Three-dimensional structures of HTV RBE
In the model M3, the base pairs G47:A73 and G48:G71 were maintained and were quite stable during the MD simulation. All bases in the model M3 are in the anti orientation, even if the syn orientation of base G71 in the base pair G48:G71 had been introduced in the starting model, Ml. The conformational transition of base G71 from syn to anti in the MD simulation is shown in Figure 4a . However, the syn orientations of bases G71 were observed in the model M2 that was predicted in the simulation system without including water molecules and the unhydrated sodium ions (Figure 4b ). Although we also included the hydrated Na + in M2, these large hydrated Na + ions failed to move into the RNA grooves. They function to neutralize the phosphate anionic oxygens only. This implies that the intermolecular interaction among Na + ions, water molecules and nucleosides contributes significantly to the formation of the distinct structural conformation in the stacking region of the two non-Watson-Crick base pairs for the RNA three-dimensional structure. The distributions of glycosidic torsion angle, x of G48 in MD simulation for M3 and M2 are plotted in Figures 4c and  4d , respectively. The torsion angle, x is maintained in the anti conformation for both M3 and M2 throughout the MD simulation.
The proposed three-dimensional structure (M3) of the 34 nt RNA fragment including the RBE is shown in Figure 5 6), Cy-O y (e), and O 3 -P ( f ) , as well as angle x (around the glycosyl bond) are within the ranges allowed for RNAs (24) . Among the backbone torsional angles, angle a and angle y are more flexible than the others in the simulations and a wide range of conformation changes were observed. The angles /3 of G47, G48, and A73 are ±ap (antiperiplanar) range as usual (24), the nt G71, however, is -a c (anticlinal) orientation (24) for /3. The data of backbone torsional angles of the core binding element in the model Ml, M2, and M3 are listed in Table  la and b.
The conformational transitions of sugar puckering modes in the non-Watson-Crick base pairs were observed. For instance, the conformation of the sugar furanose ring in the nt G47 is C 2 '-exo puckering , G48 is C 2 '-endo, G71 is C 4 '-endo, and the conformation of A73 is still classic C 3 '-endo puckering for the base pairs G47:A73 and G48:G71. In the MD simulation, classical C 3 '-endo conformation for RNA double helices are predominant in the Watson-Crick base-pairing region. Significant percentage of C x ' -endo conformation are observed in non-Watson-Crick base-pairing region in the model M3. The RNA double helix of RBE, 5'-(45)UGGGCGCAG(53) and 5'-(65)CUGACGGUACA(75) in M3 is distorted so that it is not in the canonical A-form RNA conformation, with the bending double helix and widening major groove (Figure 5a) . The model M3 appears to be a compact and stable RNA three-dimensional structure. The two sugar rings in the bulge loops A68 and U72 show different conformations of C 2 '-exo and C 2 '-endo puckering, respectively. Both the bulge A68 and bulge U72 are not stacked in the RNA duplex while A68 was initially stacked in the starting structure and the stacking pattern was maintained in the simulation without water and unhydrated sodium ions. The conformation of bulge loop A68 has changed to be looped out in the simulation with water and ions. The two bulge loops cause the helix bending in the RNA duplex of RBE (Figure 5b ). The distortion of the sugar-phosphate backbone that was caused by the loops and the base pairs G47:A73 and G48:G71 widened the major groove. These structural features enable the exposed RNA functional groups in the major groove to be accessible for the specific recognition of the Rev protein. Recent results on the RNA recognition by the HIV Tat-derived peptides containing the arginine-rich region of the Tat protein (37) suggest that the bulge of RNA duplex widens the major groove and permits protein binding and interactive access in the RNA major groove. The structural analogy between RNA-binding protein Rev and Tat and the similar structural roles of their RNA targets suggest that the specific RNA recognition by Rev probably occurs in the major groove of RBE.
Hydrogen bonds and base stacking
The Watson-Crick hydrogen bonds remain nearly intact throughout the simulation in the system with water molecules ( Table 2 ). The direct base-base interactions of G:G and G:A are strengthened under the action of Na + and water molecules. In the base pair G47:A73 two hydrogen bonds are between G47(O6) and A73(M/ 2 ) and G47(HN1) and A73(N1). Significantly, a three-center hydrogen bond contributes the direct base-base hydrogen bond of G48:G71 base pairs, in which the donors are HN1 and NH 2 of G48, and the acceptor is 06 of G71. It is interesting that the Lennard-Jones 10-12 potential energies of hydrogen bonds calculated from the base pairs G:G and G:A are -0.93 and -0.76 kcal/mol, respectively. They are as strong as those computed from classic base-pairing in M3. For the model M2, without inclusion of free Na + and water molecules, the 10-12 potential energies calculated from the base-base hydrogen bonds of G48:G71, C49:G70 and G50:C69 are -0.07, -0.28, and -0.03 kcal/mol, respectively. This indicates that the hydrogen bonds between these bases are broken and lessened. According to the three-dimensional model of M2, no reasonable base pairing among these bases are observed (data not shown).
The base stacking in the RNA duplex is a main contributor to the thermodynamic stability of the RBE structure. Table 3 shows that the stacking base pairs including a bulge U or bulge (75) is shown in red. The structural model shows a deep and wide major groove in the RBE. (b) RNA three-dimensional structure of the RBE in M3 and without displaying water molecules and sodium ions. All base pairs including the base pairs G47:A73 and G48:G71 are stable, (c) RNA three-dimensional structure of the RBE in M3 and with water molecules surrounding the phosphate group and sodium ions within 3.0 A to the RBE. Na* is represented by a small triangle. The bulge A68 and TJ72 are looped out into solution. (52) A are two of the strongest base stacking regions in the structure. It indicates that an insertion of the bulge U looped out into solution between two stacking non-Watson-Crick base pairs G47:A73 and G48:G71 strengthens the stability of the base-pairing stacking. Based on the analysis of stacking energy, the stem S3 is stacked with either SI and S2. The stacking patterns between stems S2 and S3 (-11.27 kcal/mol) and SI and S3 (-9.57 kcal/mol) are more stable than that between stems S2 and SI (0.02 kcal/mol).
Effects of water and Na
+ in the stabilization of the RBE structure The importance of hydrogen bonding between ribose hydroxyls, phosphate oxygens and water in stabilization of the intramolecular and intermolecular structures of double helical RNA has been recently demonstrated in the crystal structure of RNA duplex (7-GGACUUCGGUCC) 2 (14) . To focus on the water effects in stabilization of the RBE structures, we have analyzed in more detail the structure of the RNA-Na + -H 2 O interactions. Many intermolecular interactions through water mediated hydrogen bonding are observed. Most of the direct hydrogen bonds involve the phosphate anionic oxygen as an acceptor. Significantly, a ribose O 2 ' hydroxyl can serve either as a donor or an acceptor in the hydrogen bond with water molecules. This feature observed in our simulations is consistent with that observed in the X-ray structure of RNA double helix containing the non-Watson-Crick base pairs G:U and C:U (14) .
The bridging water molecules between phosphate anionic oxygens and Na + , between oxygen and nitrogen atoms of base rings occurred frequently in the predicted model, M3. Also, the three-center hydrogen bonds by bridging water molecules frequently occurred in this RNA three-dimensional structure. A typical example of these multiple center hydrogen bonds occurred in the base stacking region of the non-Watson-Crick base pair G47:A73, G48:G71, and bulge U72.
Effects of water molecules and Na
+ in the G:A base pair. Figure  6a shows the structure of the G47:A73 pair including Na + , and water molecules bound in the grooves. Two base-base hydrogen bonds form in the base pair G:A. One bridging water molecule between the endocyclic nitrogen N3 and ribose hydroxyl, O 2 of both the guanine and adenine, in the minor groove, seems to provide the stabilization of their specific base orientation. Tne Table 2 . Hydrogen bonds formed between base pairs in the HIV RBE. The unit of distance is the angstrom, angle is degree, and energy is kcal/mol. The Lennard-Jones 10-12 potential energy of hydrogen bonding is listed in the fifth column. The total interaction energy of base pairing is listed in the sixth column bridging water in the adenine is also a donor and bond with the atom O\ of C74 (H-bond is not shown in the figure) . In addition to the two three-center hydrogen bonds, another threecenter hydrogen bond is composed of the guanine -NH 2 group and two water molecules, which are bridged by a Na + . The Na + seems to contribute to the stabilization of this unusual base pairing rather than to neutralize anionic phosphates. This is an important structural feature for the three non-Watson-Crick base pairs G:U, G:A and G:G, because five of the total six Na + ions binding to the base in M3 are involved in the direct binding to the bases of G46:C74, G47:A73, G48:G71 and G77:U97. It indicates the importance of those sodium ions in the stabilization of these specific conformations. The water molecules surrounding the G47 and A73 in the minor grooves are bridged together. It is clear that the thermodynamic stability of the nonWatson-Crick base pair G:A is strengthened by these bridging water molecules and the Na + among the G47(O 2 ')» G47(N3), G47(AW 2 ), A73(N3), and A73(0 2 ')-The three-center hydrogen bond in the major groove consists of a water molecule and -NH 2 group and N7 of the adenine, in which the water molecule serves both as a donor and an acceptor. The structure is stabilized by another bridging water molecule that is involved in the hydrogen bond with -NH 2 group of C74 (H-bond is not shown in the figure) .
Four Na + ions surrounding the two phosphate groups form the hydrated counterions rather than interact directly with the oxygens of the phosphate group. In the model M3, 15 Na + ions of 34 Na + ions are such hydrated counterions that are bridged by water molecules. Thirteen Na + ions can interact directly with the phosphate oxygens. Effects of water molecules and Na + in the G:G base pair. The structure of the G:G base pair in the model M3 shows an unusual structural feature (Figure 6b) . To incorporate a G:G base pair into the RNA helix without introducing severe radial distortion, the relative movement between two bases form a three-center base-base hydrogen bond among the donors G48(HN1) and G48(M/ 2 ), and acceptor G71(O6) even though two are possible. The unusual three-center base-base hydrogen bond of G:G can widen the RNA major groove. The stability of the G:G base pair is further strengthened by including two bridging water molecules between the G48(O6) and G71(HN1) and by including two bridging water molecules and a Na + between the G48(M/2) and G71(N7). The orientation of base G71 has been changed from its initial syn to and orientation. In the conformation transition the adjacent bulge U72 plays a critical role in the conformational Figure 6 . The structures of non-Watson-Crick base pairs G47:A73 in (a), and G48:G71 in (b), with including bound waters in the predicted model M3. Nitrogens and oxygens in the nt G and A are shaded by green and red, and hydrogens in the G and A are not shown in the figures. Na + is shown in magenta ball and labeled. The water molecule is represented by its oxygen is indicated by a white ball (labeled by W). Water-water and water-nucleotide hydrogen bonds are shown as short dashed lines. The direct electrostatic interactions between the Na + and nucleotide and between the Na + and water molecule are also indicated by short dashed lines. Two base-base hydrogen bonds are indicated by two long dashed lines. Five water-sugar, seven water-water and 13 water-phosphate oxygen hydrogen bonds are not shown in (a), because of the limitation of the program MIDAS (16 distances between specified atoms can be displayed at most in the modeling session). Similarly, the three-center hydrogen bond of G48:G71, three base-water, four sugar-water, one water-water and 12 water-phosphate oxygen hydrogen bonds are also not shown in (b). transition of base G71, providing more freedom from the constraints of the polynucleotide backbone rotation in the stacking region of the two non-Watson-Crick base pairs. Moreover, the two bridging water molecules and a Afa + ion among G71(M/ 2 ), G71(N3), and G71(O 2 ') can play an important role in promoting the conformation transition and in stabilizing the anti orientation of the G71. Similarly, the other two bridging water molecules between the G48(N3) and G48(O 3 ') also contribute to the stabilization of the anti orientation of the G48.
However, the stable base pair G:G is not observed in M2 that was generated with the inclusion of hydrated Na + ions but without water. In the simulation of M2, the hydrated Na + ions had local motion. These hydrated Na + ions surrounded the anionic phosphates and their average distance from the phosphate anionic oxygen was 6.21 A. No hydrated Na + ions are observed inside the RNA grooves. They only play a role in the neutralization of the anionic phosphates of the RNA molecule. Taken together our results suggest that those Na + ions and bridging water molecules inside the RNA grooves in the model M3 play a crucial role in the stabilization of non-Watson-Crick base pairs in the RBE. These sodium ions can contribute to the stabilization of the distinct structure by bridging oxygens and nitrogens of the base ring and water molecules, and/or by electrostatic interaction directly with these oxygens and nitrogens besides neutralizing anionic phosphates.
Although our initial model was built based on the well established RNA secondary structure of RRE (1,10) uncertainty of RNA tertiary interaction was also introduced in the modeling since we have little information available about its tertiary structure. For example, we do not know what the correct stacking pattern among stems SI, S2 and S3 is. The biased stacking of 51 and S3 over SI and S2 and over S2 and S3 was imposed in the model building. The molecular simulation results, however, show that the stacking of S2 and S3 is the most stable among these three stacking patterns. It is possible that the stacking of 52 and S3 is a tertiary structural feature of HIV RRE domain II structure. In our studies we are interested in the structural features of two non-Watson-Crick base pairs and RBE that are located at the stem S2. Their structural features are mainly dependent on the tertiary structure of S2 and are less dependent on the stem stacking among SI, S2 and S3. Thus, our results about the RBE structure and its structural features can provide useful information for further studies on the RBE structure and the interaction among the HIV Rev protein, aminoglycoside antibiotics and their viral RNA recognition element.
While preparing this manuscript, a recent publication (39) was brought to our attention. The NMR data of a specific 1:1 complex between RRE stem IIB and the modified 7tev 3 4_ 5O peptide indicate that the different structural features occurred in the free RNA and bound RNA. The conformational change in the RRE from free RNA to bound RNA by Rev protein involves unstacking of the bulge loop A68 and the formation of the four additional base pairs, G47:A73, G48:G71, C49:G70 and G50:C69, in the internal loop. Moreover, in the G:G base pair, neither G48 or G71 has syn conformation where one of the torsion angles (x) was previously supposed to be in a syn conformation in order to form the proposed G:G base pair (11, 38) . Our results are compatible with these NMR data. This structural feature in the RBE structure has also been observed in a recent molecular modeling (43) by using different modeling strategy. However, the late NMR studies (41) of a 30-nt RNA fragment, which contains the HIV RBE indicated that G48 and G71 form an antilsyn base pair. To improve our model the further molecular simulations using these NMR data (39, 42) are necessary.
The proposed structural model of the RNA fragment including 34 nt of RRE domain II emphasizes the importance of these specific hydrogen bonds in the stabilization of the RNA threedimensional structure. The base pairs, especially, for G:G and G: A are stabilized by bridging water molecules and sodium ions which bridge between bases and between the base and sugar ring. The bending RNA helix and the conformational distortion of sugar-phosphate backbone in the base pairs G:G and G: A widen the RNA major groove of RBE so as to be more accessible for specific binding of the Rev protein. We suggest that these sodium ions binding to the non-Watson -Crick base pairs in our model play a crucial role in promoting the conformational change in the RBE. They act in a manner analogous to the basic amino acids within the arginine-rich domain of Rev in the Rev-RRE complex, which result in the formation of additional base pairs including G:G and G:A base pairs not present in the free RNA.
